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Warning
Dear users:
Thanks for choosing our company’s product, in order to fully make use of the products,
we sincerely suggest follow:
◆◆Please read the instruction in detail and keep it well for further reading and
consulting.
◆◆Please follow the instruction to fit and operate the machine correctly.
◆◆Please do not remove and change any accessories of the machine.
◆◆It forbids others others to open and remove the mainframe except the authorized
people in the company.
◆◆It forbids others to change and maintain the machine except the professional people.
◆◆Please contact us if there is any trouble during operation.
After Sale service
◆We offer ONE YEAR warranty. Within warranty period, all exchanges or replacement
due to defects are free. (Buyer is responsible for shipping charges).
If the machine is over warranty, please also do not hesitate to contact us. we will assure
you of our best service all the time.
◆How to contact us?
Phone:(+86) 189 -487-55929
Tel: 0755-86368500
Email: sales@mychway.com

This product does not belong to medical, please don’t use for disease treatment!
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I. Function Introduction:
1.Ultrasonic
Ultrasonic utilizes sonic vibrations; it works one million times per second. The ultrasonic wave could
stimulate skin tissue and improve permeability of the membrane to promoted collagen tissue, reduced
wrinkle and invisible appeared fine line, also lift the skin result for younger and healthy look. Ultrasonic
generate frictional heat which accelerate blood circulation, muscle relaxation, and decompose the
cellulite to bread down exceed fat.

2. Skin Scrubber
With Ultrasonic Scrubber begins a new generation of aesthetic soft peeling. Using the high performance
of ultrasounds, this exciting cosmetic breakthrough provides a safe painless and perfect physiological
skin regeneration. By removing the superficial scaly layers of the skin, the Scrubber stimulates the revival
of the skin tissue rendering it youthful and luminous from the first treatment. The top of the metallic probe
produces extremely rapid moments at a very low amplitude when it is exposed to ultrasound vibration.
This ultrasonic emission has a spectacular effect on water molecules, which are pulverized. This
phenomenon is known as microninzation.

3. High Frequency
Use high-frequency current and infrared ray to diminish inflammation and ease pain. The generated
Ozone kill the bacteria, heal and astringe the acne vulnus. It has an effect on regulate sebum secretion,
improve the texture of skin, accelerate the blood circulation and speed up metabolism, anti-wrinkle and
anti-aging.

4. Mole Removal Pen
By means of coagulation of high-frequency electric current, urges the cell necrosis of the epidermis,
which can thoroughly eliminate all kinds of spot on the face and the other skin surface.

5. Bio
Skin tightening after cellulite and fat breaking down; Lifting up, for example, faces, breasts, hips and etc.

II. Package list
1. Host 1set
2. BIO 1pc
3. High frequency 1pc
4. high frequency heads 3 pc
5. Ultrasonic probes 2pcs (flate head and point head)
6. Skin Scrubber 1pc
7. Spots removal pen 1pc+10 needles
8. Holder 1pc
9. Power cord 1pc
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III. How to install the Accessories

IV. Treatment Introduction
Please press the power switch behind machine, then the screen will show the following menu image:
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1. Ultrasonic

1.1 Operation:
1.1.1 please chose the appropriate ultrasonic head, and connect with output socket behind machine
1.1.2 please set up the treatment time, energy and mode. (please adjust the energy from low to high
intensity under customers’ tolerance.
1.1.3. please press the start button, then the head will work

1.2 Mode button option:
Mode A: continued vibration
Mode B: short pause vibration.
Mode C. A bit long short pause vibration.

1.3 Ultrasonic head treatment area:
1.3.1 flate ultrasonic head: used for face, body, arm, etc
1.3.2 point ultrasonic head: used for eye and mouth around, etc

1.4 Ultrasonic test way:
Please drop a bit water on the ultrasonic head, setting up high energy intensity. Then the water will
vibrate.
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2. Spot Removal

2.1 Operation:
Please setting up the treatment time and energy, then press start button and put the spot tips on skin.
Please adjust the energy from low to high under customer’s tolerance.

3. High Frequency

3.1 Operation
3.1.1 please chose appropriate high frequency tips replacement, and connect with handle piece.
3.1.2 Please setting up the treatment time and energy
3.1.3 Please press start button and put the tips on skin.
3.1.4 Please adjust the energy from low to high under customer’s tolerance.
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3.2 Usage of high frequency tips:
A. Mushroom Tube for large facial areas
B. Tougue Tube for small facial areas
C. Bend Tube for spot areas

Mushroom Tube

Tougue Tube

Bend Tube

4. BIO

4.1 Operation
4.1.1 After Cleaning Skin, apply essential gel on the skin and massage skin
4.1.2 Please setting up the treatment time, energy and mode
4.1.3 Please press start button and put the tips on skin.
4.1.4 Please adjust the energy from low to high under customer’s tolerance.
Note: Press button “ MODE”, different frequency, and could try one by one, then chose the one option
customers like.
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4.2 Diagram of suggested movements and areas for BIO:

5. Skin Scrubber

5.1 Operation
5.1.1 After Cleaning Skin, Apply essential gel on the skin and massage parallel with the back of the scrub
head.Apply cleansing lotion on the skin for 20 seconds; gently rub the skin with the front of the scrub
head at 35 to 40 degree angle
5.1.2 Please setting up the treatment time, energy and mode
5.1.3 Please press start button and put the tips on skin.
5.1.4 Please adjust the energy from low to high under customer’s tolerance.

5.2 Mode button option:
Mode A: continued vibration
Mode B: short pause vibration.
Mode C. A bit long short pause vibration.
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V. Attention:
Never operate this equipment on a person has or suffers from the following medical conditions described
below. (The salon or operator may consider having a client sign a waiver to the effect that he/she is free
of any poor health conditions.)
1. Heart Disease
2. Heart Murmur or Irregular Heart Rate
3. Has a Pacemaker or other type of heart rate balancer.
4. Pregnancy
5. Epilepsy
6. Alcoholism
7. Ulcers
8. Disease of Stomach, Intestine, Liver, or Pancreas.
9. Breast Cancer.
10. Undergoing treatment for any form of Cancer.
11. Had major surgery within the past year.
12. Asthma
13. Cold, Flu, or Upset Stomach
14. Any serious illness or disease not listed above.

VI. Do not use on these areas:
1. Sensitive Skin
2. Skin Rash
3. Damaged, Inflamed, or Infected Skin.
4. Surgical scar less than 12 months old.
5. Skin Swollen.
6. The probes can not point to Eye ball.
7. Genitals.
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